
 
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

 
INTRODUCTION:

Photography club  ,SATI  with a catchphrase tagged in- Capturing beyond vision  holds an  aim to
provide environment for young photographer, cinematographer, editor and content writer. The

club has been actively engaging photography enthusiasts, organizing various events, and
promoting creativity through visual storytelling. This report highlights the club activity, audition

statistics, notable accomplishments, events, and future plans.
 

CLUB COORDINATORS: The esteemed club coordinators of our club are:
Miss.Monika Jain mam and Mr.Abhishek Jain Sir 

 
 

CLUB ACTIVITIES:
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST - Club organizes various photography contests to encourage students of

institution and find young talents, it gives a tough competition along with hands full of exciting
prizes and gifts and help students receive constructive feedback from experts.

PHOTO WALKS - Students are vouchsafed to enhance their skills by successive photo walks held
that shows where they are lagging and get's a chance to improve their mistakes under invigilance

of students who hold expertise in this field.
WORKSHOPS - Workshops are even considered of great importance where they are taught on
various photography related subjects that are applied art whose activity consists in projecting
visual communications intended to transmit specific messages to social groups, with specific

objective.
COLLABORATIONS - Mirage collaborates with other clubs of  our college, and participates in joint

events to promote cross- disciplinary creativity and create a vibrant campus culture.

 
 

AUDITION STATISTICS:
Audition process is arranged in three layers of rounds based on the skillset required and criteria

decided to be a part of this prestigious club.
Round 1 and round 2 are based on testing the general set of knowledge of the students related to
photography and cinematography. After qualifying both the rounds students can further proceed
to the 3rd and the last phase facing tough interview questions by the experts related to the field

and skillset they require for being a part of this community. On accomplishing these tasks with full
enthusiasm and confidence opens the door for bright and eligible students to this club.

 @mirage.sati



2. ADBHUT -    The annual Deepawali photography event organized by the club in S.A.T.I has become a
cherished tradition that unites students through their shared love for photography and celebration of

Diwali. By capturing the beauty and essence of this vibrant festival, MIRAGE not only nurtures the
creative talent of its participants but also creates a lasting visual legacy of the joyous Diwali celebrations

within the college community.
 

3.MEGHRAAG-   This competition came up with a  storytelling photowalk in which participants were
Instructed to Submit 1-5  pictures/video around the campus. It was a one day event.The photograph

should come up with some vital content Or Related Backstory. The event was organised on 26
September 2022

4.THE QUARANTINE TIME:   This was an Interesting Photography Competition  which was organised
way back In covid.The Harsh Times that made all of us concerned came with an amazing

opportunity to  showcase your best In this Quarantine Time giving the participants a different sort of
thinking patterns.The Top 10 participants have been given E-certificates as well.No particular theme

Was Specific In This Competition Just the Creativity was of major concern.since covid lasted for a
longer time it was between April-may 2020

5.THE CRICKET TOURNAMENT :  The SATI College Cricket Tournament, through the lens of the club,
becomes a visual journey that encapsulates the excitement, emotions, and camaraderie of the sport.

As our club photographers capture the tournament's defining moments, we create a visual legacy
that resonates with the college community and preserves the spirit of the game.

1.THE COMMERCE CAPTURE - As the name suggest this was a product based photography and
Cinematography Competition which we have kept for freshers.Any product/ basic essentials were the
main theme for this competition.This came up with better advertisement purpose. 7 days Were the

required period Of time Allotted to the Competitors.They were Instructed To Submit Photographs and
Cinematography over the article was kept to be chosen As per their wish. This competition took place

between 14 -21 may 2023

SOME EVENTS ORGANISED AND COVERED BY MIRAGE:



 

FUTURE PLANS:
ADVANCED WORKSHOPS -  Advanced workshops will be held by professionals for upcoming years

in this field so that their could be more perfection and students can get exposure to various
photography aspect which they are unaware of right now.

PHOTOGRAPHY  TRIPS - In order to provide unique photographic experiences, the club aims to
organize trips to picturesque locations, and expand their portfolios.  

COLLABORATION WITH PROFESSIONALS - We intends to collaborate with professional
photographers, inviting them as guest speakers, mentors, or judges for contests, providing

members with valuable industry insights and networking opportunities. 

CONCLUSION:
This club has played a key role in every function providing best of its clicks, showcasing its fostering

creativity and promoting skill development among its members, and the Club has proven to be a
thriving community for photography and cinematography enthusiasts . Through its activities,

collaborations, and commitment to skill development, the club has nurtured talent and left imprint
of vibrant creative culture on campus.  Looking ahead, the club aims to continue inspiring its

members through advanced workshops and collaborations promising institutional growth and
providing students a new platform.
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